Testimonials
After a gap of several years I decided to go back to Snow and Daniel to renew my
licence of life. During the entire stay of 10 days in Chiangmai the care and advice was
top professional and very personal. After the treatment I feel fresh, lighter and in
strong good spirit. One Singaporean friend said I look 10 years younger.....
Snow has „magic“ hands and with gentle stomach massages prepares fort he next
flush. No time pressure at all. I enjoyed the family friendly style and environment.
Daniel explained the medical part and replied my individual questions about my
dietary and food plan.
Short and simple morning exercises help to overcome stiffness in the spine, hipp and
knees. All explained and illustrated in Daniel’s latest book.
Overall a very positive and most important experience to be repeated at least once a
year.
Manuel Staerkle - August 2016

This is my second fasting with Snow and Daniel,
I CANNOT recommend enough to anyone interested
In REALLY detoxing their bodies and going to the next
Level in life , whatever that might be..
7 DAYS is minimum I’d recommend.
Snow’s hands and energy will help coax out blockages on
Many levels.

Much more than just physical detox.
Before actually doing the detox with them, read Daniels
Book the Dao of Detox.
Can’t wait till next time.

In Gratitude.
ROBERT C.MCKAY –China based. August 2016

I recall fondly bringing my wife and daughter to one in Koh Samui. We left these
two week-long sessions with clear eyes, clear digestive systems and knowledge of how
to stay healthy, if we could just exercise the discipline and follow the protocols Dan
and Snow revealed to us. I lost 20 pounds of unnecessary weight, my wife lost 15
pounds and looked 20 years younger and my daughter had eyes that 'sparkled like
diamonds.'
These two week-long sessions were transformative events in my life. I have not
regained the extra weight and have enjoyed great health ever since competing the
course.And these benefits do not include the friends made over 6 days of fasting. Dan,
I am so glad that you will soon be sharing this knowledge with others again. Lord
knows the world needs it more than ever. Charles Perry (Atlanta, Georgia)

The year has been so eventful. Many wonderful positive things have taken place...
The most important news is that the three girls here are all extremely healthy – having
undergone one of the most incredible life-changing experiences in what must be the
most beautiful little place in China, Dali. Three weeks ago we flew to Dali, situated on
the plateau leading to Tibet. The air is crisp and perfect. The mountain water which
gently flows through the old city, along the little canals which carry hundreds of years
of history within their stone walls, is fresh and pure enough to drink.

Imagine us coming from Beijing , where one must not breathe and must not drink
the water, to this bit of heaven. Our purpose for this journey was to meet in person,
the famous author Daniel Reid and his reincarnated angel of a wife, Snow. We have
been ardent followers of his "thinking" on health, food and life issues for awhile now
and when we heard that they would be in Dali, there was no hesitation to bunk school
and head off. Our three days with Daniel and Snow changed our lives. We fasted and
each day had the colonic treatment. It was incredible. Releasing the past – all the
emotional baggage, anything negative that we as humans carry around all our lives,
making the road so much more difficult and the load so much heavier, was dumped. In
every sense of the word we let it all go, we cleared ourselves out, and we left Dali as
completely new people who are ready to renew our lease on life and fully equipped
for whatever the next chapter in our lives has in store for us. Ingrid, Debbie and
Chantal Van Ginkel (South Africa)

Happy clients’ faces
They are enjoying their newfound cleanliness and happiness without distress.

